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performance on an N-back working memory task and activity in 
left PFC in patients with mild and moderate TBI. Similar findings 
were also observed during N-back performance in a sample of 
more severely injured subjects, however, positive correlations were 
limited to posterior brain regions (Newsome et al., 2007). Thus 
it remains an open question as to whether these brain changes 
are compensatory, deleterious, or incidental to task performance 
following TBI. While the presence of functional brain changes in 
the context of preserved behavior suggests that such changes are 
unlikely to be deleterious, these data do not directly address whether 
these changes are compensatory.
Traumatic brain injury is associated with widespread disruptions 
in cerebral microvasculature and metabolic changes (Povlishock 
and Katz, 2005), thus altered functional recruitment may reflect 
physiological or systemic brain changes that, while co-occurring 
with working memory processing, are incidental to behavioral 
IntroductIon
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is associated with altered patterns 
of neural recruitment during working memory (McAllister 
et al., 1999; Turner and Levine, 2008). This is typically manifest 
as increased activity in homologous regions of prefrontal cortex 
(PFC) or more spatially dispersed activity adjacent to areas impli-
cated in non-injured controls (Christodoulou et al., 2001). Yet 
the cognitive implications of this altered recruitment are poorly 
understood. Altered functional brain response during working 
memory in TBI has been observed in the context of both poorer 
(e.g., Christodoulou et al., 2001) and equivalent task performance 
(e.g., Turner and Levine, 2008; Newsome et al., 2009). A recent 
review of functional neuroimaging studies in TBI reported similarly 
equivocal findings (Levine et al., 2006). To date, few studies have 
directly correlated brain activity and working memory perform-
ance. Perlstein et al. (2004) observed positive correlations between 
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Functional neuroimaging studies of traumatic brain injury (TBI) have demonstrated altered neural 
recruitment, specifically within prefrontal cortex (PFC). This is manifest typically as increased 
recruitment of homologous regions of PFC (e.g., right ventrolateral PFC during performance 
of a verbal working memory task, possibly in response to damage involving the left PFC). The 
behavioral correlates of these functional changes are poorly understood. We used fMRI and 
multivariate analytic methods to investigate changes in spatially distributed activity patterns 
and their behavioral correlates in a sample of TBI patients with diffuse axonal injury (DAI, but 
without focal injury) and matched healthy controls. Participants performed working memory 
tasks with varying memory load and executive demand. We identified networks within left and 
right PFC that uniquely and positively correlated with performance in our control and TBI samples 
respectively, providing evidence of compensatory functional recruitment. Next we combined 
brain–behavior and functional connectivity analyses to investigate whether compensatory 
brain changes were facilitated by functional reorganization (i.e., recruitment of brain regions not 
engaged by our control sample) or altered functional engagement (i.e., differential recruitment 
of similar brain regions between the two groups based on task demands). In other words, 
does altered recruitment represent the instantiation of novel neural networks to support 
working memory performance after injury or the unmasking of extant, but behaviorally latent, 
functional connectivity? Our results support an altered functional engagement hypothesis. 
Areas within PFC that are normally coactivated during working memory are behaviorally relevant 
at an earlier stage of difficulty for TBI patients as compared to controls. This altered functional 
engagement, also evident in the aging literature, is attributable to distributed changes owing 
to significant DAI.
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MaterIals and Methods
PartIcIPants
All subjects were part of the Toronto TBI study (Levine et al., 
2008) and were recruited based upon consecutive admissions to a 
level 1 trauma center. All subjects were right-handed, native English 
speakers and were screened for previous neurologic injury, major 
medical conditions affecting cognition, history of psychiatric ill-
ness, and the use of medications affecting cognition. Further details 
with respect to the patient demographics, injury characteristics, and 
recruitment inclusion and exclusion criteria of the larger sample 
have been reported elsewhere (Levine et al., 2008). Demographic 
and injury characteristics for the subset of patients included in the 
present report have been described in Turner and Levine (2008) 
and are only briefly reviewed here. We recognize that variability is 
a hallmark of TBI and we have addressed this variability in several 
ways. First, all subjects had sustained a closed head injury as a result 
of a motor vehicle accident. All were in the chronic stage of recovery 
at the time of study participation. The injury severity profile of the 
group included moderate and severe TBI participants as deter-
mined by trauma Glasgow Coma Score (GCS, Teasdale and Jennett, 
1974), loss of consciousness and extent of post-traumatic amnesia. 
All participants underwent extensive behavioral testing as part of 
the larger Toronto TBI Study and data are reported in the earlier 
paper (Turner and Levine, 2008; Table 1). Neuropsychologically, 
participants had preserved neuropsychological performance on 
standardized testing and good functional recovery (return to pre-
vious level of work or school). All TBI participants in the current 
study had evidence of DAI-related neuropathology (hemosiderin 
deposits) on neuroradiological report. Moreover, patients were 
excluded from participation if they had evidence of focal lesions 
greater than 3 mm in diameter based on high resolution structural 
MRI, resulting in a final sample of relatively “pure” DAI partici-
pants. Other exclusion criteria included previous head injury, sig-
nificant psychiatric history, or evidence of current or recent alcohol 
and drug abuse. Following screening a total sample of eight TBI 
participants (six male) were recruited for the study. Twelve neu-
rologically normal participants (eight males) were also recruited. 
TBI and control participants were matched on age [t(18) = 0.785 
(p > 0.05; NS)] and education [t(18) = −1.99 (p > 0.05; NS)]. All 
control participants were right-handed, native English speakers, 
and were screened for previous neurological injury, history of psy-
chiatric illness, or drug use.
BehavIoral task
In the present study we employed a modified version of the Alphaspan 
protocol described by Postle et al. (1999) and based on earlier work 
by Craik (1986). For each task trial, participants were required to 
study a letter set consisting of either three or five consonant letter 
strings (set size or “load” manipulation). For the ED manipulation, 
participants were asked to either hold the letter set in mind in it’s 
original sequence (“MAINTAIN” condition) or to order the conso-
nants alphabetically and maintain the new sequence over a brief delay 
period (“ALPHABETIZE” condition). At the end of the delay, a probe 
was presented consisting of a letter and an ordinal position (e.g., 
L-4? – “Was ‘L’ the fourth letter in the set?”). On Maintain trials, the 
probe referred to the ordinal position in the original letter set while on 
Alphabetize trials the probe referred to the letter position following 
performance. Functional brain changes may also be secondary to 
strategy differences between TBI and control subjects as has recently 
been demonstrated in healthy aging (Paxton et al., 2008). Previous 
studies have reported patterns of increased activity in homologous 
regions of lateral PFC or more spatially dispersed recruitment of 
adjacent brain regions in TBI relative to non-injured controls. A 
similar pattern of decreased lateralized response has also recently 
been observed in an electrophysiological investigation of sustained 
attention performance following TBI (Molteni et al., 2009). If these 
altered brain activity patterns are positively associated with task 
performance, this would provide evidence for compensatory func-
tional brain changes. Here we used multivariate analysis (spatial–
temporal partial least squares, PLS; McIntosh and Lobaugh, 2004) 
to identify brain–behavior correlations simultaneously across the 
whole-brain. The emphasis is on those brain regions that are cor-
related with task-behavior in healthy control subjects and whether 
these brain–behavior correlations are altered following TBI.
Characterizing the contribution of functional brain changes to 
behavioral performance following TBI has been hindered by het-
erogeneity in the severity of injury, chronicity, and neuropathology 
[e.g., focal lesions versus diffuse axonal injury (DAI)] as well as 
differences in task demand (Levine et al., 2006). Moreover, vari-
ability in behavioral performance is considered a hallmark of TBI 
(Stuss et al., 1989, 1994) and likely impedes detection of consistent 
brain–behavior correlations in this population. The current study 
directly investigates the relationship between altered functional 
brain response and behavioral performance during verbal work-
ing memory following TBI. To address the challenges identified in 
these earlier reports here we restricted recruitment to participants 
who had sustained a moderate to severe TBI but who had evidence 
of DAI on neuroradiological report but without evidence of focal 
brain damage (see Materials and Methods). In addition, the task 
paradigm varied load and executive demands (EDs) within working 
memory independently, allowing us to identify patterns of func-
tional brain changes related to both maintenance and executive 
control processing separately.
We previously reported enhanced right PFC activity associated 
with increased ED within working memory following TBI (Turner 
and Levine, 2008). Here we examine whether functional changes in 
distributed brain regions following brain injury correlate with verbal 
working memory performance using behavioral PLS (bPLS) analy-
ses (McIntosh et al., 2004). Unlike earlier studies that have corre-
lated voxel-wise univariate changes in brain response with behavior, 
bPLS identifies whole-brain patterns of activity that are predictive 
of task-performance. Additionally, we examine whether functional 
connectivity amongst those network nodes demonstrating the most 
reliable brain and behavior correlations from the bPLS analysis are 
modulated by working memory task demands. Specifically, we ask 
whether functional brain changes observed in these participants 
reflect a pattern of altered functional engagement (i.e., recruitment 
of similar brain regions at lower levels of task demand than con-
trols) or functional reorganization (i.e., recruitment of novel brain 
regions not engaged by controls). In other words, does the altered 
recruitment observed during working memory tasks following TBI 
represent the instantiation of novel neural networks to support 
working memory performance after injury or the unmasking of 
extant, but behaviorally latent, functional connectivity.
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Table 1 | Cluster maxima from the behavior PLS (bPLS) analysis for the 
two-group analysis (LV 1).
Lag x y z Lat. Anat. BA BSR Clust.
0 −4 21 36 L GFd 32 5.71 11
0 40 10 40 R GFm 9 6.25 13
0 −20 −82 −13 L GL 18 8.56 119
0 −8 −46 6 L CG 29 7.40 78
0 0 −21 −36  B. stem  6.34 25
0 −8 −29 −29 L B. stem  4.91 22
0 16 −33 −35 R B. stem  4.64 13
0 16 −59 −14 R Cereb  6.05 24
0 4 −83 −26 R Cereb  7.11 80
1 8 52 27 R GFs 9 5.86 11
1 −20 22 58 L GFs 6 5.90 14
1 −51 −36 53 L LPi 40 5.28 11
1 −28 −52 54 L LPs/LPi 7/40 9.53 18
1 −24 −82 −13 L GF 18 9.02 143
1 −44 −85 15 L GOm 19 7.06 11
1 20 −86 −13 R GL 18 12.10 66
1 −8 21 32 L GC 32 5.66 22
1 −4 −50 6 L CG 30 6.34 20
1 0 −25 −32  B. stem  6.65 62
1 24 −63 −14 R Cereb  6.10 28
2 24 52 38 R GFs 8 5.54 15
2 −48 51 12 L GFm 10/46 5.82 16
2 44 47 16 R GFm 46 13.75 38
2 40 16 18 R GFi 44/45 5.91 25
2 −20 11 62 L GFs 6 6.04 13
2 −32 −51 −14 L GF 37 6.42 24
2 48 18 −21 R GTs 38 6.22 13
2 −24 −53 21 L GTm 39 5.61 22
2 16 −39 76 R LPc 7 7.90 14
2 −16 −64 44 L PCu 7 7.56 82
2 24 −86 −13 R GF 18 10.65 51
2 −44 −88 23 L GO 19 5.86 11
2 −44 −90 −9 L GOi 18 7.67 53
2 0 −46 13  GC 30 6.97 41
2 −20 −25 −39 L B. stem  6.58 81
2 28 −63 −17 R Cereb  6.64 22
3 40 47 16 R GFm 46 9.90 18
3 28 −46 21 R GTm 39 5.74 18
3 −28 −50 14 L GTm 39 5.75 19
3 −24 −59 58 L PCu 7 6.31 69
3 24 −63 58 R PCu 7 5.77 12
3 24 −90 −16 R GF 18 9.49 54
3 16 −33 −39 R B. stem  7.32 11
3 32 −55 −21 R Cereb  5.72 27
4 −16 −83 −26 L Cereb  5.18 11
4 20 −86 −19 R Cereb  5.70 24
This collection of brain regions demonstrated a positive correlation with task 
accuracy differentially across group and condition indicated in Figure 1. Cluster 
thresholds (i.e., how reliably each brain region expressed the LV) was determined 
using a bootstrapping procedure (see Materials and Methods). Here we report 
BSR’s >4.0 (corresponding approximately to p < 0.0001) with a minimum spatial 
extent of 10 voxels. Lag refers to the temporal window with lag 0 corresponding 
to 2–4 s after stimulus onset. Each lag represents a 2-s time window (see 
Materials and Methods for details). Voxel coordinates are reported in Talairach 
coordinates.
Lat, laterality; Anat., anatomical region; abbreviations consistent with the atlas 
(see below). BA, Brodmann area; BSR, bootstrap ratio; Clust., cluster size (in 
voxels); GFd, medial frontal gyrus; GFm, middle frontal gyrus; GL, lingual gyrus; 
CG, cingulate gyrus; B. stem, brain stem; Cereb, cerebellum; GFs, superior 
frontal gyrus; LPs, superior parietal lobule; LPi, inferior parietal lobule; GF, 
fusiform gyrus; GOm, middle occipital gyrus; GFi, inferior frontal gyrus; GTs, 
superior temporal gyrus; GTm, middle temporal gyrus; LPc, paracentral lobule; 
PCu, precuneus; GO, orbital frontal gyrus; GOi, inferior occipital gyrus..
Table 1 | Continued
Lag x y z Lat. Anat. BA BSR Clust.
alphabetization of the list. Probability of a correct probe was set at 
0.5 for all trials in all conditions. Prior to scanning, each participant 
completed a training session consisting of step-by-step instructions 
for each task condition. Once there were no further questions for the 
administrator, all subjects completed 20 further trials (five trials in 
each of the four conditions) immediately prior to entering the MR 
scanner. During scanning, participants completed 28 trials of each 
of the four task conditions (Alphabetize three- and five-letter sets, 
Maintain three- and five-letter sets) during a single scanning session. 
Within each session a total of four individual scans were acquired. 
Trials were grouped by ED with two blocks of seven trials at each level 
of ED presented during a single scan acquisition. Total stimulus onset 
asynchrony was 18000 ms (three-letter trials) or 19000 ms (five-letter 
trials). Each individual scan acquisition was 12 min in duration (see 
Turner and Levine, 2008 for a full trial schematic).
fMrI scannIng and analyses
Scanning was performed at Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre on a 
research-dedicated whole-body 3.0 T MRI system (Signa 3T94 hard-
ware, VH3M3 software; General Electric Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, 
USA) with a standard quadrature bird-cage head coil. Participants 
were placed in the scanner in supine position, with their head 
firmly placed in a vacuum pillow to minimize head movement. 
Earplugs were provided to reduce the noise from the scanner. A 
volumetric anatomical MRI was performed before functional scan-
ning, using standard high-resolution 3D T1-weighted fast spoiled 
gradient echo (FSPGR) images (TR/TE = 7.2/3.1 ms, inversion-
recovery prepared T1 = 300 ms, flip angle 15°, 256 × 192 acquisition 
matrix, 124 axial slices 1.4 mm thick, voxel size = 0.86 cm × 0.86 cm, 
FOV = 22 cm × 16.5 cm). Functional imaging was performed to 
measure the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) effect 
(Ogawa et al., 1990). Scans were obtained using a single-shot T2*-
weighted pulse with spiral in-out, achieving 26 slices, each 5 mm 
thick (TR/TE = 2000/30 ms, flip angle 70°, 64 × 64 acquisition matrix, 
26 axial slices 5 mm thick, voxel size = 3.125 mm × 3.125 mm, slice 
spacing = 0, FOV = 20 cm × 20 cm). Data pre-processing was per-
formed using Analysis of Functional NeuroImages software (Cox 
and Hyde, 1997). At the beginning of each scan, stimulus presenta-
tion was synchronized with the start of image acquisition through a 
triggering pulse input from the scanner to the E-prime presentation 
software. The initial 10 time points from each functional image 
volume were excluded from the analyses to allow for stabilization 
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the order of conditions for each subject. PLS is recalculated for each 
new sample, and the probability of the permuted exceeding observed 
is determined. To determine the stability of the voxel saliences for 
the LVs retained, bootstrap estimates are calculated using sampling 
with replacement and PLS is rerun keeping the assignment of experi-
mental conditions fixed for all subjects. No corrections for multiple 
comparisons are necessary because the voxel saliences are calculated 
in a single mathematical step on the whole brain. The ratio of the 
salience to the bootstrap standard error is approximately equivalent 
to a z-score and is used assess the reliability of the individual voxel 
saliences. Two forms of PLS were performed. The first, bPLS, was the 
primary analysis to investigate group differences in brain–behavior 
correlations for the working memory tasks. bPLS is a variant of PLS 
that identifies LVs that capture task- and group-dependent patterns 
of brain–behavior correlations (McIntosh et al., 2004). The correla-
tion of behavior measures and the fMRI signal is computed across 
subjects within each task, producing within-task brain–behavior 
correlations for each of the four task conditions and groups. The 
strength and reliability of the LVs for bPLS is carried out as described 
above. For these analyses an LV was considered “significant” if the 
probability of the observed singular value for the LV given permuta-
tion testing was less than 0.01. Effects were considered to be reliable 
if the ratio of observed to estimated effects on bootstrap testing was 
greater than 4. This corresponds to a probability of approximately 
p < 0.0001 assuming bootstrap estimates were normally distributed 
(Figure 1; Table 1). This addressed the fundamental question as to 
whether those regions correlating most strongly with behavior dif-
fered between our two groups. From this analysis we identified seed 
regions of interest (ROI) to be used in the combined behavior and 
functional connectivity analysis.
of the magnetic field gradients. Time-series data were spatially co-
registered (aligned volumetrically to a reference image within the 
run, using the 3dvolreg program in AFNI) to correct for small head 
motion using a 3-D Fourier transform interpolation, and the linear 
trends were removed. Uncorrected head motion (spikes) was identi-
fied through visual inspection and reduced through averaging the 
two surrounding time points. Physiological motion (respiration and 
heart beat) was also removed through linear filtering. Finally, slice 
timing correction was carried out to account for the time dependent 
discrepancy between the initial and final slice acquisitions. Images 
were then spatially transformed to an fMRI spiral scan template gen-
erated from 30 subjects scanned locally. This template was registered 
to the MNI305 template. The transformation of each subject to the 
spiral template was achieved using a 12-parameter affine transform 
with sinc interpolation as implemented in SPM99 (http://www.fil.
ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm; Friston et al., 1995). Images were smoothed with 
an 8-mm isotropic Gaussian filter before analysis. For each subject, 
“brain” voxels in a specific image were defined as voxels with an 
intensity greater than 15% of the maximum value in that image. 
The union of masks was used for group analyses as described below.
PartIal least squares analyses
Primary fMRI data analysis was carried out using spatiotemporal 
PLS (McIntosh et al., 1996; and for a full review of the method 
see McIntosh et al., 2004). In brief, PLS computes an optimal least 
squares fit to the “cross-block” correlation between the exogenous 
and dependent measures. Limiting the analysis to this part of a 
correlation or covariance matrix distinguishes PLS from principal 
components analysis (PCA) as solutions are constrained to the 
part of the covariance structure that is attributable to experimental 
manipulations or related to behavior. PLS is particularly suitable for 
neuroimaging data where measures are highly correlated as items 
within a block are not adjusted for these correlations. PLS operates 
on the entire data structure at once with one data matrix for each 
group. Within group, condition blocks are stacked, and each subject 
has a row of data within each block. With n subjects and k condi-
tions, there are n b × k rows in the group matrix. Columns contain 
the hemodynamic response (HRF) signal intensity measure at each 
voxel at each time point. To account for the lag in hemodynamic 
response, the lag window is 6 (TR = 2; 12 s), beginning at trial onset 
−1 TR. The HRF for each trial is expressed as the intensity difference 
from trial onset. The first column has intensity for the first voxel 
at the first time point, the second column has the intensity for the 
first voxel at the second time point etc. With m voxels and t time 
points, there are m × t columns in the matrix.
Singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied to re-express the 
matrix as a set of orthogonal singular vectors or latent variables (LVs). 
LVs are analogous to eigenvectors in PCA and account for the matrix 
in decreasing order of magnitude. Each LV contains a pair of vectors 
relating brain activity and experimental design. Singular values are 
used to calculate the proportion of the matrix accounted for by each 
LV. Statistical assessment of the LVs is done using permutation tests 
(500 permutations) and bootstrap estimation (100 estimations) of 
standard errors for the voxel saliences. The permutation test assesses 
whether the effect represented in a given LV is sufficiently strong, in 
a statistical sense, to be different from random noise. Permutations 
were carried out using sampling without replacement to reassign 
FIguRe 1 | Pattern of brain and behavioral correlations for the first latent 
variable (LV) in the combined group analysis. This LV accounted for the 
greatest magnitude of matrix variance (LV 1, p < 0.01). Colored bars denote 
the extent to which the experimental conditions relate to the differences in 
voxel signals represented in the LV (i.e., the design saliences). Error bars 
denote confidence intervals defined by the standard error of the bootstrap 
estimates. Error bars crossing zero reflect a non-significant contribution of that 
experimental condition to the LV pattern. Significant voxel clusters associated 
with this LV are presented in Table 1.
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This second analysis used a behavior–seed PLS (sPLS) tech-
nique (McIntosh et al., 2004) to address the question of whether 
the behavioral relevance of regions demonstrating reliable brain–
behavior correlations would depend upon their functional con-
nectivity to other brain regions and whether these connectivity 
patterns varied between our two groups. sPLS identifies LVs that 
capture task- and group-dependent changes in functional connec-
tivity between the seed ROI and the rest of the brain (i.e., brain–
seed correlations). The correlation of the fMRI signal for the seed 
and for the rest of the brain is computed across subjects within 
groups within each task, resulting in a matrix of within group and 
within-task brain–seed correlation maps. SVD of the brain–seed 
correlation matrix produces three new matrices: the singular image 
of voxel saliences, singular values, and task saliences. The variation 
across the task saliences indicates whether a given LV represents a 
similarity or difference in the brain–seed correlation across tasks. 
This can also be shown by calculation of correlation between the 
brain scores (dot-product of the voxel salience and fMRI data) and 
seed fMRI signal for each task. The voxel saliences give the corre-
sponding spatiotemporal activity pattern. Statistical assessment is 
identical to that used for bPLS.
results
BehavIor
Full behavioral analyses are presented in Turner and Levine (2008), 
and only the between group results relevant to the current study 
are described here. As we were investigating brain and behavioral 
correlates at different levels of working memory task demand, task 
accuracy provided the best assay as it is less susceptible than reac-
tion time measures to processing demands unrelated to working 
memory (e.g., scanning, retrieval, motor speed). One TBI patient 
was identified as an outlier for accuracy (TBI # 8). Trial-wise analy-
sis for this patient revealed a consistent pattern of timing out on 
Alphabetize trials, greater for five- than for three-letter sets sizes. 
On those trials where responses were recorded, performance was 
within the average range of the TBI group for both three- and five-
letter sets (78 and 67% respectively). This pattern is indicative of a 
task-specific decrement at response as opposed to disengagement 
or poor arousal. As we were interested in neural response during 
encoding and delay trial epochs, and not at probe, we did not exclude 
this patient’s data. For the purposes of statistically assessing group 
effects on task performance, we used a winsorizing procedure by 
which the outlier values for this subject’s accuracy on Alphabetize 
3/5 trials were trimmed to 2 SD below the true mean of the sample 
(i.e., exclusive of the outlier). To confirm that our results were not 
unduly influenced by this outlier correction we ran all analyses with 
this subject’s original data. There was a marginal but insignificant 
impact of the correction on the robustness of the bPLS output (see 
bPLS Results below). There was no impact on the behavioral results. 
Statistical analysis was carried out using a two group (control ver-
sus TBI) × 2 (ED) × 2 (set size) repeated measures ANOVA. There 
was a significant main effect of ED and set size (Set) [F(1) = 18.51 
(ED); F(1) = 11.42 (Set), p < 0.01 for both comparisons] with 
poorer performance observed during the Alphabetize and set size 
five conditions. There was no main effect of group [F(1) = 2.54; NS] 
and no group × ED [F(1) = 0.094, NS] or group × Set [F(1) = 0.182, 
NS] interactions, indicating that the main effects of condition were 
stable across both the control and TBI groups. Post hoc analyses 
revealed that there were no group differences on any of the tasks 
(p > 0.05, all comparisons).
fMrI
Behavior PLS (brain and behavior)
A two-group bPLS with accuracy as the behavioral measure iden-
tified one significant LV (p < 0.01) reflecting brain and behav-
ior correlations for all tasks in the TBI group but only for the 
Alphabetize 5 task in controls1 (Figure 1). Positive saliences for 
this LV (Table 1) were observed in areas commonly implicated 
in neuroimaging studies of working memory (Wager and Smith, 
2003). These task-related differences in brain–behavior correla-
tions between our two groups suggests that TBI subjects were 
engaging this network, which included lateral aspects of PFC 
bilaterally, to support behavioral performance at lower levels of 
task demand than controls. That is, whereas controls engaged the 
network at the highest level of ED, Alphabetize 5, TBI patients 
did so at all levels.
We next conducted bPLS analyses for the control and TBI 
groups separately. For the control group analysis, one significant 
LV emerged (p < 0.01). This LV reflected positive brain and behavior 
correlations for all tasks (Figure 2A; Table 2). Brain regions demon-
strating the highest salience for this LV included two regions of left 
lateral PFC [inferior frontal gyrus (GFi) and middle frontal gyrus 
(GFm)] as well as in posterior parietal and visual association cor-
tices. For the TBI group, one LV approached statistical significance 
(p < 0.058). As with the control group, this LV reflected positive 
brain and behavior correlations for all tasks. However, in contrast to 
the control data, the highest salience for this LV occurred in regions 
of right lateral PFC (Figure 2B; Table 3) in addition to posterior 
parietal regions. These data extend the results of the combined 
group analysis and highlight the role of right lateral PFC in sup-
porting working memory performance following TBI, particularly 
at lower levels of task demand.
Seed PLS (brain, behavior, and functional connectivity)
The results of the bPLS analyses supported our prediction that 
right frontal recruitment during working memory performance 
was compensatory for TBI participants. Next we asked whether 
this right PFC activity represented the instantiation of novel PFC 
networks to support working memory performance (functional 
reorganization) or the engagement of existing functional connec-
tions to support performance as load or executive control demands 
within working memory increase (altered functional engagement). 
For this analysis, we entered the four cluster maxima within PFC 
from the bPLS results (see Figure 2, i–iv; Tables 2 and 3) into 
a combined behavior and functional connectivity PLS analysis 
(Grady et al., 2003). Specifically, we investigated within a single 
PLS analysis: (i) how these regions functionally connect with other 
brain areas, in particular the other frontal ROIs, and how connectiv-
ity is altered by task demand (sPLS) (ii) whether these patterns of 
functional connectivity were related to task performance (bPLS) 
1The brain and behavior correlation (r = 0.48) was also reliable for M3 in con-
trols based on bootstrap estimates of standard error. However, this likely reflects 
near-ceiling performance on this task [mean = 0.96(0.03)] and is not discussed 
further here.
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and (iii) whether these patterns were different for our two groups. 
We present the behavioral and functional connectivity results from 
each of the four ROI seeds individually below.
Left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/6)
Latent variable 1 (p < 0.001) demonstrated reliable and positive 
behavior and seed correlations for the A3, A5, and M3 tasks in 
control participants. In contrast, only positive seed correlations 
were reliable in the TBI group (Figure 3Ai). Brain regions dem-
onstrating reliable and positive saliences for this LV included left 
GFm and right inferior parietal lobule as well left occipital cortex 
and bilateral cerebellar cortices (Figure 3Ai).
Left middle frontal gyrus (BA 46)
Latent variable 1 (p < 0.001) demonstrated reliable and positive 
behavior and seed correlations for both the Alphabetize tasks 
(Figure 3Aii) in the control group. As with left GFi, only seed cor-
relations were reliable for all tasks in the TBI group. Brain regions 
demonstrating positive saliences included left GFi, left inferior pari-
etal lobule, bilateral superior parietal lobule, and bilateral temporal 
occipital junction (Figure 3Aii).
Right posterior middle frontal gyrus (BA 46/44)
Latent variable 1 (p < 0.001) demonstrated reliable and positive 
behavior and seed correlations for the Alphabetize and Maintain 
5 conditions for the TBI group. In contrast to the left PFC ROIs, 
only the seed correlations were reliable for controls (Figure 3Aiii), 
with the exception of the Maintain 5 condition, where activity in 
this voxel was negatively correlated with behavior. Brain regions 
reflecting this pattern included bilateral anterior GFm (aGFm) 
(BA 46/10), left posterior cingulate gyrus, left precuneus (BA 7), 
and left posterior middle temporal gyrus (BA 39; Figure 3Aiii).
Right anterior middle frontal gyrus (BA 46/10)
Latent variable 1 (p < 0.001) demonstrated reliable and positive 
behavior and seed correlations for both groups. For the control 
group, positive correlations with behavior and activity in the seed 
region were reliable for Alphabetize 5 and, to a lesser extent, the 
Maintain 3 task (see note 1 above). In contrast, this pattern was 
reliable for both Alphabetize 3 and 5 as well as the Maintain 5 tasks 
in the TBI group (Figure 3Aiv). Positive saliences were observed in 
right posterior GFm (pGFm), left aGFm, posterior cingulate gyrus, 
left superior parietal lobule and the inferior occipital cortex and 
temporal–occipital junction bilaterally (Figure 3Aiv).
In sum, these results suggest a differential pattern of stepwise 
functional recruitment of right PFC regions between our two groups 
as working memory task demands increased. It is important to note 
here that the seed voxels selected for the functional connectivity 
analyses, derived from the bPLS results, were different for our two 
groups (Figure 2; Tables 2 and 3). We cannot rule out that the dif-
ferential patterns of functional connectivity reported here may be, in 
part, attributable to the selection of these different seed ROIs for our 
two groups. Critically, however, the group differences in functional 
connectivity were task-dependent – and this pattern is not compat-
ible with a biased-selection account. The pattern of task-dependent 
changes in functional connectivity between the Control and TBI 
groups is illustrated in Figure 3B. Bilateral functional connectiv-
ity within PFC is evident during working memory performance 
FIguRe 2 | Brain regions showing significant salience for the first LV in 
each group-wise bPLS analyses [i.e., those brain regions demonstrating 
positive correlations between brain response and task accuracy in 
control (A) and TBI (B) groups for all tasks]. Voxel salience reliabilities were 
determined by bootstrap ratios (BSR; range is indicated by the color bar). For 
these images BSR was set at 4 (p < 10−4, corresponding approximately to a 
p < 0.0001) and cluster size was >10 voxels. Roman numerals indicate PFC 
regions with the most reliable and positive brain and behavior correlations 
across all tasks. Talairach coordinates (x, y, z) of cluster maxima: (i) left inferior 
frontal gyrus (GFi: −67, 9, 29); (ii) left middle frontal gyri (GFm: −40, 48, 23);
(iii) right posterior middle frontal gyrus (pGFm: 36, 21, 25); (iv) right anterior 
middle frontal gyrus (aGFm: 40, 47, 16). These voxels are used as 
seed regions in subsequent seed and behavior PLS analyses (see text 
and Figures 3 and 4).
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whenever load is increased or when EDs are present. However, the 
threshold at which this expanded right PFC network is functionally 
necessary for working memory performance is reduced following 
TBI, consistent with an altered functional engagement hypothesis.
dIscussIon
Traumatic brain injury is associated with altered functional recruit-
ment during the performance of cognitively demanding tasks. We 
have recently demonstrated this in the context of working memory 
performance using fMRI methods (Turner and Levine, 2008), These 
functional brain changes have been reported in other cognitive 
domains (e.g., sustained attention; Dockree et al., 2004; and see 
Levine et al., 2006 for a review of functional neuroimaging and 
TBI) and with other imaging modalities (e.g., electrophysiology; 
Dockree et al., 2004; Molteni et al., 2009; see Duncan et al., 2005 
for a review). However, the behavioral implications of this altered 
neural activity have been poorly characterized. Here we investigated 
whether altered patterns of neural recruitment observed following 
TBI are compensatory and, if so, do they represent the instan-
tiation of novel neural networks (i.e., true functional reorganiza-
tion) or enervation of functional networks that are behaviorally 
latent in the undamaged or under-challenged brain (i.e., altered 
functional engagement).
In the first analysis, we used bPLS to investigate whether the 
altered functional recruitment of brain regions observed during 
working memory performance was related to task accuracy. We 
hypothesized, based on previous reports from the functional neu-
roimaging literature (e.g., McAllister et al., 1999; Perlstein et al., 
2004), that over-recruitment of areas within right PFC which we 
had reported previously in this TBI sample would be positively cor-
related with task accuracy (i.e., compensatory). These data provide 
strong support for our hypothesis. Activity in a right lateralized 
network, including two distinct regions of right lateral PFC in 
the vicinity of the aGFm on the border of BA 10/46 and a more 
dorsal region of GFm on the border of BA 44/45 was correlated 
with working memory task accuracy in our TBI group (Figure 2B; 
Table 3). Similar regions of right lateral PFC were observed by 
Perlstein et al. (2004) to track positively with working memory 
load in their TBI sample. This region has also been implicated in 
supra-span working memory performance in non-injured par-
ticipants (e.g., Rypma et al., 1999) and during working memory 
performance in healthy aging (Erickson et al., 2007). However, 
these data represent the first time that activity in this region has 
been directly and positively correlated with performance on a 
working memory task, specifically taxing executive control proc-
esses, in a TBI sample.
In contrast to the right lateralized brain and behavior correla-
tions observed in our TBI sample, task accuracy in the control sam-
ple during all tasks was predominantly associated with activity in 
a network of left lateralized brain regions, including GFi and GFm 
(BA 46/44; Figure 2A; Table 2), although this network expanded 
to include right lateral PFC during Alphabetize 5 trials (Figure 1; 
Table 1). This pattern replicates many previous reports implicating 
lateral PFC in working memory tasks involving a significant execu-
tive control component (Curtis and D’Esposito, 2003; see Cabeza 
and Nyberg, 2000 for a review). These results provide strong sup-
port for our original hypothesis that recruitment of right lateral 
PFC during cognitively demanding tasks, as has now been reported 
in several studies, is compensatory. Moreover, a similar finding from 
our laboratory  using a feature integration task suggests that this 
pattern of compensatory neural recruitment following TBI is not 
specific to working memory but may represent a domain-general 
response to increased cognitive challenge.
Few reports to date have directly correlated brain and behav-
ior measures in a TBI sample. Our findings are consistent with 
those of McAllister et al. (1999) who observed positive correlations 
between activity in left GFi and accuracy on a working memory 
task in patients with mild TBI; a pattern we also observed in our 
healthy controls (they did not report group-specific correlations). 
However, our data are not consistent with those of Newsome et al. 
(2007) who failed to observe significant correlations between 
brain response and performance during the 2-back condition of 
an N-back working memory task. This task is similar to that used 
by McAllister et al. (1999), where maximal brain response during 
the 2-back condition was observed in their sample of mild TBI 
patients. We suggest that patient heterogeneity in the sample of 
Newsome et al. (2007) may have limited their ability to detect 
Table 2 | Cluster maxima from the behavior PLS (bPLS) analysis for the 
control group (LV 1, see Figure 2A).
Lag x y z Lat. Anat. BA BSR Clust. ROI
0 −44 44 16 L GFm 46 5.22 12 
0 28 6 44 R GFm 6 6.17 12 
0 24 −67 −13 R GF 19 7.16 54 
0 −36 −78 −10 L GOm 19 7.89 58 
1 −40 48 23 L GFm 9/46 6.60 22 ii
1 −67 9 29 L GFi 44/6 8.06 20 i
1 28 6 48 R GFm 6 5.44 11 
1 −63 −46 10 L GTs 22 6.34 18 
1 44 −28 53 R LPi 40 5.27 30 
1 −51 −30 31 L Gsm 40 6.67 44 
1 32 −48 50 R LPs 7 4.84 12 
1 −24 −55 58 L LPs 7 5.42 27 
1 −24 −78 −13 L GF/GL 18 7.49 108 
1 28 −78 −13 R GF/GL 18 6.44 75 
2 −44 26 −18 L GTs 38 6.78 21 
2 −51 −29 35 L LPi 40 6.00 24 
2 32 −56 54 R LPs 7 6.10 15 
2 −24 −59 62 L PCu 7 8.14 17 
2 8 −63 66 R PCu 7 5.21 11 
2 −48 −63 −10 L GOm 37/19 6.17 28 
3 −40 −66 −3 L GOm 19 6.33 11 
2 −44 −84 23 L GO 19 6.44 26 
2 28 −90 −16 R GF 18 6.81 91 
2 −8 −98 −9 L GL 18 6.07 11 
3 48 −64 −27 R Cereb  7.44 58 
These regions demonstrated a positive correlation with task accuracy. Cluster 
threshold (BSR) was >4, corresponding approximately to p < 0.0001, with 
minimum size of 10 voxels. All column headings and abbreviations as in 
Table 1.
ROI, region of interest (roman numerals correspond to regions highlighted in 
Figure 2).
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Table 3 | Cluster maxima from the behavior PLS (bPLS) analysis for the 
TBI group (see Figure 2B).
Lag x y z Lat. Anat. BA BSR Clust. ROI
0 −20 −82 −13 L GL 18 −6.25 12 
0 8 −82 −13 R GL 17/18 −5.80 18 
0 0 −35 2 R Pulvinar  −5.47 24 
0 −20 −25 −29 L B. stem  −6.98 15 
1 20 −86 −13 R GL/GF 18 −7.19 22 
1 0 −25 −32  B. stem  −10.13 16 
1 −20 −86 −19 L Cereb  −6.47 19 
2 40 47 16 R GFm 46 −11.98 28 iii
2 36 21 25 R GFm/GFi 46/44 −7.89 12 iv
2 −28 −57 25 L GTm 39 −7.69 14 
2 24 −86 −13 R GF 18 −6.41 13 
2 −20 −29 −36 L B. stem  −7.56 16 
2 12 −29 −39 R B. stem  −6.25 19 
3 44 47 16 R GFm 46 −9.99 16 iii
3 36 21 25 R GFm/GFi 46/44 −6.01 13 iv
3 −28 −50 17 L GTm 39 −5.08 14 
3 −24 −56 54 L LPs 7 −7.13 18 
4 −16 −83 −26  Cereb  −5.23 14 
Cluster thresholding criteria as in Table 2. All abbreviations as in 
Tables 1 and 2.
significant correlations. While other reports examining func-
tional brain changes during working memory performance fol-
lowing TBI did not report direct brain and behavior correlations 
(Christodoulou et al., 2001; Perlstein et al., 2004), these studies 
reported recruitment of right lateral PFC regions during working 
memory task performance, consistent with our findings. Moreover, 
Perlstein et al. (2004) also reported a group by laterality interac-
tion whereby increased working memory load was associated with 
increased activity in left lateral PFC for controls and right lateral 
PFC for TBI consistent with our data (Figure 2).
We were particularly interested in questions of functional con-
nectivity as our TBI sample was carefully screened for evidence of 
focal brain pathology, providing us with a sample of patients with 
relatively “pure” DAI. Higher cognition is increasingly understood 
to be an emergent property of brain activity within large scale neural 
networks anchored by nodes within PFC (McIntosh, 1999; Grady 
et al., 2003). Given that working memory is disrupted following 
TBI (e.g., D’Esposito et al., 2006), we surmised that such networks 
subserving working memory might be particularly sensitive to DAI. 
Moreover, data from our first analysis suggested that compensatory 
functional recruitment of right PFC following TBI was replicated in 
controls, but only at the highest level of ED within working memory. 
Consistent with recent reports in healthy aging (Lustig et al., 2009), 
these data suggested that this pattern of right lateralized recruitment 
may reflect a pattern of task-dependent altered functional engage-
ment rather than functional reorganization per se.
To test this hypothesis, we employed multivariate methods 
(combined bPLS and sPLS) to examine the functional connectiv-
ity and behavioral relevance of networks anchored by four PFC 
“seed” regions, identified in the bPLS analysis as being highly corre-
lated with performance on our working memory tasks. The results 
were consistent with an altered functional engagement hypothesis. 
Lateral regions of PFC including aGFm bilaterally, left GFi and the 
border zone of right GFi and GFm, were functionally connected in 
both groups. Their behavioral relevance, however was differentially 
altered both by task demands and by brain injury (see Figure 4 for 
an overview of these results within PFC). Increasing either load or 
ED above baseline (Maintain 3) resulted in recruitment of right 
anterior PFC into the baseline left lateralized PFC network. Activity 
in this expanded network was only sufficient to support behav-
ioral performance in controls. TBI patients required additional 
recruitment of right posterior lateral PFC to support performance 
at this level of task demand (Maintain 5, Alphabetize 3). Control 
performance was correlated with activity in this broader bilateral 
PFC network only when both ED and load increased (Alphabetize 
5). Thus the stepwise pattern of behaviorally relevant functional 
recruitment observed in our controls as working memory demands 
increased was truncated for TBIs where right PFC brain–behavior 
correlation was observed with any increase in task demand.
When interpreting functional brain changes in neurological 
populations it is critical to consider the potential contribution of 
injury-related changes in the microvasculature, and thus BOLD sig-
nals, to observed group differences (see D’Esposito et al., 2003 for a 
review). We cannot directly rule out the impact of TBI-related vascu-
lar changes in our results. However, we observed robust lateralization 
and task-related differences in both brain and behavior correlations 
(Figure 2; and Figure A1 in Appendix) as well as task-dependent 
differences in patterns of network connectivity (Figure 3) between 
our groups. This pattern of group-wise, task-dependent changes in 
localized brain regions could not be explained by a more generalized 
account of altered BOLD signaling following TBI.
In summary, these results support the altered functional engage-
ment hypothesis following TBI. Existing PFC nodes that are nor-
mally coactivated during working memory task performance are 
behaviorally relevant at an earlier stage of difficulty for TBI patients 
as compared to controls. This finding is inconsistent with the notion 
of reorganization whereby new network nodes not previously 
engaged by the task are related to task performance. This would not 
have been apparent had we not included a functional connectivity 
analysis (sPLS) to assess extant, but latent PFC networks. Without 
such analysis, brain–behavior correlations may be misinterpreted as 
reflecting reorganization when in fact they reflect altered functional 
engagement. It is important to note that the controls’ behaviorally 
relevant left-lateralized network indicated frontoparietal connec-
tivity classically associated with working memory (Postle, 2006), 
whereas the TBI patients’ right-lateralized network also included 
midline posterior regions not present for controls, consistent with 
previous reports (Levine et al., 2006). As this paper focuses on func-
tional changes within PFC related to executive control within work-
ing memory, we cannot rule out that the inclusion of these midline 
posterior regions in the TBI patients reflects functional reorganiza-
tion. However, we did not examine this directly here.
In a review of activation functional imaging in TBI, Levine 
et al. (2006) concluded that brain activity is more widely dis-
persed and weaker in PFC relative to non-injured controls. 
However, they cautioned that confirmation of these functional 
brain changes in TBI would have to await studies of TBI sub-
jects with more homogenous neuropathology, well-validated 
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FIguRe 3 | (A) Behavioral and seed LVs (LV 1 all analyses) for the four PFC 
ROIs indicated in Figure 2. Legend in (Ai) applies to all histograms. For 
consistency of presentation, correlation values are reversed on the x-axis for 
(Ai–iii). Significant brain saliences for these LVs were negative (B), thus 
indicating a positive behavior and seed correlation. Error bars represent 
confidence intervals defined by the standard error of the bootstrap estimates (as 
in Figure 1). (B) BSRs for each of the LVs represented in (A). Slice coordinate in 
Talairach space (z) are indicated in bottom-left (step = 2). Time lags (either 2–4 or 
4–6 s post stimulus onset) are indicated on the left of the images. BSR was set 
at 4 (p < 10−4, corresponding approximately to a p < 0.0001) and cluster size 
was  >5 voxels for all images. As noted above, the sign of the correlation and 
voxel saliences was reversed between images (Ai–iv). This is reflected in the 
voxel color coding in (Aiv). However, this does not affect interpretation; all 
brain–behavior correlations were positive.
 experimental paradigms and matched behavioral performance. 
Our investigation meet these criteria and extend their conclu-
sions in two important ways. First, we demonstrate that the pat-
tern of spatially dispersed activity in TBI positively correlates 
with task performance – i.e., these functional brain changes 
in this population are compensatory. Secondly, the pattern of 
altered functional recruitment we observed in this sample of TBI 
participants mirrored that observed in healthy controls – but at 
lower levels of task challenge. In other words, TBI was associated 
with poor regulation of functional brain activity in response to 
increasing task demand.
The neuropathological profile of our patient sample is similar to 
that reported in studies of healthy aging where diffuse white mat-
ter pathology and generalized reductions in gray and white matter 
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have been observed (e.g., Tisserand et al., 2002; Raz et al., 2005). 
Interestingly, studies examining the functional neuroanatomy of 
working memory in healthy aging (e.g., Rypma and D’Esposito, 
2000; Erickson et al., 2007; see Lustig et al., 2009 for a review), also 
report similar patterns of compensatory right prefrontal recruitment 
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Finally, we have previously reported that our TBI patients 
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